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WHY LITERATURE?



Why literature? Language teachers’ subject-
specific beliefs and practices in a CLIL context

RQ
• How do language teachers 

perceive the teaching of 
literature as content in a CLIL 
context? (What do they think?)

• How do language teachers 
shape their practices for 
teaching literature? (What do 
they do?)

4 studies
• Literature review (n = 69)

• Focus groups (n = 23)

• Survey (n = 143)

• Multiple-case study (n = 8)



Content/meaning Language/form

Culture-specific

Subject-specific

Language and 
communication
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Subject-specific 
language 
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support



Literature review – Content focus

Types
• School subjects 
• Thematic content 
• Cultural content
• Language as content

Example
• History, biology
• Contemporary social issues
• Literature, film and culture
• Discourse analysis



FOCUS GROUP STUDY Teachers of English in Bilingual Schools (TEBs)
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More to English than ‘language’

We teach cultural background, because I 
wrote down so much language things but we 

do so much more because we also teach 
literature in English class. Because there’s so 
much more to teaching English, especially in 

a bilingual school.



We read a lot. But I wouldn’t, I mean whether that 
comes under literature because I always think if I 
hear literature it’s analysing because that’s what I 
used to do at school for literature, but here, I 
mean, we read and they absolutely love it, I have 
to say. In the first year we read three books and 
it’s an absolute hit, reading. They love it

Not only reading



Freedom and relief

8

English language would be 
taught through the subjects. 
[The English lessons] would 

purely be looking at the 
literature side of it. [TEB]

In the second year we lose the 
grammar altogether and in the 
third year, as well, we don’t 
teach grammar any more, just 
literature, actually. It’s quite 
nice.



Fun

9

We’ve just spent two months on Romeo 
and Juliet. Which is quite fun. We don’t 
read every single bit of it because it’s a lot. 
But we do analyse bits of text and watch 
the film, the 1996 Leonardo di Caprio one. 
We talk about Shakespearian language 
and we build everything around that and 
we usually end it off with an essay. Or, we 
just did they have to perform the prologue 
to the second act and have to think about 
how they are going to perform that in terms 
of the visuals and voice to make it real 
theatre, of course. Yeah, that’s fun. We perform, we’ve got the play version and we 

do it once every two years. It’s real fun. Now 
we have two small classes, first and second 
years, so we change chapters and they have a 
different Charlie every chapter and he just has 
the same colour hat and waistcoat, or 
something like that.



LITERATURE

Survey (Dale, Oostdam, Verspoor, 2018b) 10

•Learners can interpret and analyse literary and non-
literary texts

Aim

•Use literary and non-literary texts (e.g. short stories, 
poems, drama, advertising texts)

Teaching materials

•A variety of mainly literary texts

Focus of understanding

•Analyse language use in literary texts

Focus on Language

•Have learners prepare for writing and speaking text 
analysis assignments

Prepare writing and speaking 
assignments

• Carry out writing and speaking text analysis 
assignments 

Carry out writing and speaking 
assignments

• Peer review writing and speaking  text analysis 
assignments 

Peer review writing and speaking 
assignments

• Give grades on essays/ open questions on text 
interpretation

Grading

• Give feedback on language use in s/w text 
analysis assignments

Feedback



2.4 - 3.1 3.2 - 3.7

11

Culture-specific

Subject-specific

Language / FormContent / Meaning

1.4 – 1.7 1.9 – 2.4

57.2 - 81.5

Survey Findings: Ideals & practices

46.5 - 67.0

11.0 – 26.2 13.3 – 40.3



Case studies

Horror Stories (Y1)
• Read abridged stories
• Content and language aims
• Teacher presentations handouts online 

resources (videos, sample paragraph)
• Analyse literary devices, pitch a short story 

collection, structured writing (P.E.E. 
paragraph)

• Own horror story/ compare 2 stories
• Rubric – content (comparison/ use of horror 

story techniques), structure (organisation of 
ideas, use of footnotes), language 
(appropriacy, grammar and spelling mistakes) 

Romeo & Juliet (Y2)
• Watch, read, perform play excerpts
• Language aims
• Music, presentations, handouts, video, 

newspaper headlines
• Analyse language of play, drama (choral 

performance, insult hurling), creative writing 
(tabloid gossip report of party scene) 

• Perform second prologue in rap form & Essay 
on a choice of themes in play

• Assessment criteria: language (appropriacy, 
grammar and spelling mistakes) , content 
(explanation of themes in ply, use of quotes 
as evidence), structure (organisation of ideas)



Factors playing a role in shaping practices

• Teachers’ own (language) learning and teacher education experiences

• Amount of time learners and TEBs have for using and teaching English
• Level of autonomy to develop own curricula and materials
• Backwash from external exams (IB) 

I don't know if teaching in England has changed. I never had an 
English language lesson at school. No. We learned our English 
language from English literature, from geography, from history. My 
English language is from that. I don't know whether that's changed 
in England but that's how I learned English



Conclusions - Why Literature?
How do language teachers perceive the 
teaching of literature as content in a CLIL 
context? (What do they think?)

• TEBs’ see themselves primarily  as  
language teachers

• When they consider other options, 
school subjects  and literature are 
put forward as possible content 

• Literature represents freedom, 
relief, and fun for teachers and 
pupils

• TEBs rank literature higher and 
teach literature more often than 
other school subject content

How do language teachers shape their 
practices for teaching literature? (What do 
they do?)

• Focus on literary analysis 
• Focus on academic (essay) writing 

and creative writing
• Varying understandings of content
• Varying understandings of 

language
• Teacher background, time, 

autonomy and backwash interact 
with context
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